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Rationale.—A major problem of American Democracy has been the stimu¬
lation and direction of growth of its social institutions in harmony with
its expanding ideals. The dominant role of the school in the realization
of these Ideals has been recognized since the beginning of American society.
Education in and for a democratic society is a task so difficult and com¬
prehensive, calls for the expenditure of so much money, effects the well¬
being of so many pupils, challenges the Interest and support of so many
parents and other patrons, requires the services of so many individuals,
and influences the welfare of democracy Itself in such a degree that it is
of necessity a cooperative enterprise. In this enterprise are enlisted
the administrative staff, the board of control, the instructional staff,
the pupil population, the parents, and the entire school community as well
as the larger communities of which it is a part. An adequate statement of
guiding principles for secondary education should include consideration of
philosophy and objectives, pupil population and school community, edu¬
cational program (including curriculum and courses of study, pupil activity
programs, library service, guidance service, instruction, outcomes), school
staff, school plant, and school administration,^
Die above principles were set up by the Cooperative Study in 1935"36.
They could not be any more properly stated for the year I968, These;'
^Tivaluation of Secondary Schools-General Report (Washington, D. C.:
Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, 1939P» ^3*
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principles were formulated as a guide for secondary and higher education
institutions to use. These principles are guidelines. When a school
recognizes the fact that it is falling short of any part of this state¬
ment, it is time for a close examination, a re-examination, an evaluation
or re-evaluation.
In spite of the fact that these principles have been common knowledge
for some time, many of our educational systems are out of kilter or out of
joint with today's requirements and/or needs of the community. With the
coming of the so-called space age, computer age, or any similar name, the
educational institutions in a locale must be able to prepare individuals
for the jobs, situations, and social surroundings at hand. How does an
institution find out what it needs to do, the problems it is expected to
solve, the persons it is expected to prepare educationally, socially, and
psychologically for this changing society? It is quite evident that it is
almost an Impossibility to make a door to door check; there is an easier
and more effective method—that of evaluation.
Norman E. Gronlund states that evaluation distinguishes itself from
measurement in that it is qualitative descriptions of pupil behavior
(i.e., test scores).^ Wrightstone includes in his discussion of evaluation
that evaluation is a broad survey upon personality changes and major ob¬
jectives of the educational program. Evaluation involves (l) identifi¬
cation and formulation of a comprehensive range of major objectives for a
curriculum, (2) their definition in terms of pupil behavior to be realized,
and (3) the selection or construction of valid, reliable, and practical
^Norman E. Gronlund, Ifeasurement and Evaluation in T3eaching (New York;
Macmillan Co., 19^5)^ P* 6.
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Instrutnents for appraising major objectives of the educative process or
i
characteristics of personal growth and developn^nt.
Modem evaluation differs from older forms of appraisal in several
ways. First it attempts to measure a comprehensive range of objectives
of the modem school curriculum rather than subject-matter achievement
only. Second, it uses a variety of techniques of appraisal, such as
achievement, attitude, personality, and character tests. Included also
are rating scales, questionnaires, judgement scales of products, inter¬
views, controlled-observation techniques, sociometric techniques, and
anecdotal records. Third, modem evaluation includes integrating and
interpreting these various indices of behavior into an inclusive portrait
of an individual or an educational situation.
Such evaluation programs are of service to teachers, administrators,
pupils, and parents. Each or all may use such findings to determine the
effectiveness of course content. It may very we3J. sound the knell of,
difference between an accredited school and a non-accredited school.
Accredit means to vouch for a school as having standards satisfactoiy
to institutions of higher learning; evaluate means to estimate the worth
of the educational program. One usually brings on the other; accreditation
2
brings evaluation,
^J, Wayne Wrightstone. Evaluation in Modern Education (New York:
American Book Company, 1956), p, ^l-,
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Arthur H, Richardson, An Analytical Study of the Evaluations of
Four Negro High Schools in Georgia During The Period 19^7”1953 and a
Report of Their Follow-Up Measures," (Unpublished Master’s Thesis, School
of Education, Atlanta University, 195*+)# P« !•
h
Evolution of the problemr- The Griffin-Spalding County Negro schools
have participated in school evaluations and re-evaluations recently. The
elementary schools were evaluated in 1959 and re-evaluated in 1966. Since
all of the schools in the system have heen accredited for some time, it
was a source of curiosity to the writer as to the means, procedures, and
findings of evaluations done in the white schools of the system. Since
the writer is a high school teacher, naturally the high school was of
first interest. Therefore, it was the desire of the writer to determine
(1) if the evaluation procedures differed in the two schools, and (2) if
the two schools had made any effort to implement recommendations made hy
the visiting committees.
Contributions to education research.—Since the Evaluative Criteria
is the refined and pooled judgment of authorities and experts which has
been successfully used in the appraisal of the educational program of
the schools throughout the South, it was the belief of this writer that
the use of a delayed interpretation of the work of the various visiting
committees that applied this instrument, will reveal not only the status
quo of the two senior high schools in Griffin, but will reveal the progress,
if any, in these two senior high schools since the time of their eva¬
luation and re-evaluation. The writer was hopeful, also, that this in¬
formation and material may be incorporated into conclusions which may
serve as a basis for future studies in differences in the methods of
evaluation.
Statement of the problemr—The problem involved in this study was
threefold; first, to determine the extent of implementation of the pro¬
grams and the progress made in the two high schools of Griffin-Spalding
5
County, Georgia since the Self-Evaluation Reports, for (a) the Fairmont
High School, 1959 and I966 and (h) the Griffin High School, 1957 and
1962; second, to determine the differences, if any, in the conducting
and final findings of the Self-Evaluations of the two high schools; and
third, the composition of the visiting committees of the two schools.
Purpose of the study.—The major purpose of the study was to examine
and determine (l) the differences in methods of evaluation, if there he
any, of the Griffin High School and Fairmont High School, and (2) the
degree of progress made hy the two schools toward meeting the require¬
ments of the visiting committees.
More specifically, the purposes of the study were to determine;
1. The differences in the procedures used in the Self-Study for
the two schools.
2. The differences in the recommendations used in the Self-Study
which were made hy the Visiting Committees in the two schools.
3. The differences in the recommendations on curricular areas
which were made hy the Visiting Committees in the two schools.
4. The differences in the composition of the personnel of the
Visitation Committees and the work of the respective committees
in the two schools.
5. The extent of the implementations of the recommendations hy the
Visiting Committees in the two schools.
6. The implications for the educational practice and theory as
derived from the analysis and interpretation of the data.
Limitations of the study.--There are two Senior High Schools and
two Junior High Schools in the Griffin-Spaldlng School System. Only the
Senior High Schools were involved in this study. Of the two Senior High
Schools, one is the Negro High School and one is the predominantly white
High School.
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Definition of terms.--The pertinent terms used throughout this study-
are defined as foUo-ws:
1. "Evaluation," refers to a systematic process of determining
the extent "to which educational objectives are achie-ved
through the school’s program and in the scholastic achie-ve-
ment of the s-tudents.
2. "Accredit," refers to the act of -vouching for a school as
ha-vlng standards satisfactory to institutions of higher
learning.
Locale of the s-tudy.—Griffin-Spalding County, Georgia is stategl-
cally located because it is only 40 miles from the Georgia capital—
Atlanta, Georgia. Being so situated it is the major to-wn in the Middle
Georgia area. It is the county seat of Spalding County and has a popu¬
lation of approximately 3^,500. It is also the center for five neigh¬
boring counties. The major sources of income are industries and farming;
ho-we-ver, a large number of the citizens now -work in firms, businesses,
and banks in the town Itself.
The Fairmont High School is located on the Northeast side of to-wn
in the Fairmont Community. It is on the corner of Third Street and
Kelsey Avenue surrounded by residences, churches, the Negro city park,
and the Kelsey Junior High School.
The Griffin High School is located on Taylor Street only a block
from the heart of the town. Surrounding the school are residences,
businesses, and the main branch of the Hawkes public library.
Method of research.—This problem -was de-veloped by the employment
of the Descripti-ve-Survey Method of research, employing the techniques
of the in-ter-vlew and documentary analysis.
Description of the subjects.—The subjects concerned in this study
of the -two Senior High Schools are identified by the following statistics
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and characteristics.
1, The Fairmont High School has an enrollment of 717 students,
a principal, 25 teachers, a librarian, 3 on the custodial
staff, and 3 cafeteria workers.
2. The Griffin High School has an enrollment of approximately
1100 students, a principal and assistant principal, 51
teachers, and a librarian.
Description of materials and instruments.—The instruments used in
evaluating each school were the "Evaluative Criteria" published by the
Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards and Proposed Standards
of the Commission on Secondary Schools published by the Southern Asso¬
ciation of Colleges and Schools. The basis for this study was the report
of the recommendations of the Evaluation Committees for both schools.
The questionnaire-instrument used in this study was constructed by
the researcher and validated by the critical and constructive judgement
of the researcher's advisor. Major construction of the questionnaire was
designed to gather the following statistics: (a) purposes in conducting
the evaluations, (b) authorization of the evaluations, (c) procedures of
the Self-Studies, (d) committee composition, (e) differences, if any, in
the composition of the committees, (f) procedures used in the committees
reporting to the school system and the results of the evaluation. The
final questionnaire construction was sent to the two schools involved in
this study. The materials or instruments used to collect the data were
as follows:
1. The Fairmont High School Visiting Committee Reports of
1959 and I966.
2. The Griffin High School Visiting Committee Reports of
1957 and 1962.
3. Interview Schedule on Visiting Committee organization and
operation.
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Procedures.—Hie procedural steps used in the collection, analysis,
and interpretation of the data are outlined in the following statements:
1. Requests were made to the superintendent and principals of
schools concerned to permit the writer to use their school
as a subject for the study and to allow the writer to visit
the school for an interview.
2. Copies of the Evaluative Reports were secured from the Fair¬
mont High School and Griffin High School for the careful study
of background functions, population, personnel, program of
studies, pupil activities, school plant, guidance service,
school library, and community services.
3. Additional related material was surveyed, abstracted, and in¬
corporated in the thesis copy.
If. A suitable interview questionnaire was formulated for use
in interviewing with principals and superintendent.
5. Interview schedules were arranged.
6. Analysis and interpretation of the data presented sought to
reveal to what extent, if any, each school has shown tangible
evidences of Improving weak points as pointed out by the
Visiting Committees.
7. The degree to which each recommendation has been complied with
by the school is denoted by the use of the following symbols:
"l", no improvement; ’*2", partial improvement; and "3" adequate
improvement.
8. An interpretation of these data was made in order to determine,
also, if there are epy differences in the evaluation procedure.
Survey of related literature.—The review of the related literature
is discussed under three phrases, namely:
1. Historical facts on accreditation
2. Aims, purposes, and principles of accreditation
3. A discussion of evaluation in general
Historical facts on accreditation.—Institutional research and self-
study are not new. W. H. Cowley, of Stanford University, cites a study of
the organization of Yale University made in I7OI. However, extensive
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institutional self-study as a tasis for planning is a development of the
last thirty years, vith much of its impetus supplied by six regional
accrediting associations and over 25 different professional accrediting
bodies.^
One of the early problems of colleges was securing students properly
qualified to do the work offered by the colleges. One of the early plans
for solving the problem was that of organizing a preparatory school or
academy as an adjunct to the college. Another plan was that of entrance
examinations. This proved for a time to be almost the ideal way for
colleges and secondary schools to work together.
Near the close of the third quarter of the 19th century public
secondary schools and state institutions of higher education made their
appearance in larger numbers. There was an increase in the number of
public high schools, variety in curricula of high schools, and in the
number of students looking forward to a ’‘higher" education. Because of
those factors colleges too were forced to make curricula changes. There¬
fore, the colleges and secondary schools came to the realization that the
examination was not entirely satisfactory.
In 1871 the University of Michigan introduced a new plan, a system
of accrediting secondary schools which provided for initial inspections
of those schools followed by periodic re-inspections. By this method the
graduate of an approved school was admitted at the University on the pre¬
sentation of a certificate or transcript of his record, without an
entrance examination. Many of the colleges, however, could not accept
^aul I. Dressel, Evaluation in Higher Education (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 19^1), p. 393*
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this revoluntionary idea of students recommended by the principal could
enter college without an examination. Many colleges and Universities,
however, in their effort to establish better relationships with the
secondary schools, by I89T had adopted this system of admission by
certificate. As a result of mutual understanding and acceptability on
both levels of learning, the Middle States Association of'-Colleges and
Secondary Schools was organized in I889, followed in I895 Uy the organi¬
zation of the North Central Association and the Southern Association,
A
for the purpose of promoting better acquaintance and close cooperation
between secondary schools and institutions of higher education.
The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools was
organized in I895.
The object of this Association shall be to
consider the qualification of candidates for ad¬
mission to college, the methods of admission, the
character of the preparatory schools, the courses
of study to be pursued in the colleges and schools,
including their number, order, etc., as well as
such other subjects as tend to the promotion of
interests common to colleges and preparatory schools.
Because the better colleges had more confidence in entrance exami¬
nations, in 1904 the Committee appointed a Committee on Entrance Exami¬
nations. Althou^ the secondary schools found these exams for their own
examinations or either Ignored the exams, consequently the Committee
suggested that the Committee on Entrance Examinations be discontinued.
In 1910 a full session of the Association was devoted to consideration of
"The Administration of the Certificate System of Admission into College."
The following year a report by the Committee on Accrediting Schools was
adopted. This report provided for a Commission of two members from each
^Op. cit.. General Report, p 1.
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state, one a state inspector of secondary schools and one a representative
from a college or school belonging to the Association. This Cotranission
was to foimiulate a list of accredited Southern schools from lists recom¬
mended by state committees. A body of minimum standards for use in
accrediting schools was also presented by the committee and adopted by
the Association, Obviously accreditation by the Association rather than
entrance exam or certificates was to become the approved method of ad¬
mission to college in the southern area.^
Principles, purposes, and aims of accreditation.—Regional accredit¬
ing agencies are working to a greater extent through state departments of
education and exert leadership through promoting secondary school eval¬
uations and publishing pertinent information on standards. Ihese agencies
receive reports from schools as a check on standards for accreditation.
They compile lists of accredited schools for use by colleges and uni¬
versities for admission purposes.
A means of supervising and evaluating secondary schools, used to a
considerable extent in many states is the "Evaluative Criteria" published
by the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards. The Cooperative
Study of Secondary School Standards originated early in the 1930's through
the efforts of the United States Commissioner of Education and the six
regional associations for accrediting secondary schools, an example of
which is the North Central Association that accredits high schools in the
Midwest. The purpose of the study was to find better ways of evaluating
a secondary school. Criteria for evaluating the curriculum, administration.
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library services, building, and other phases of the secondary school
program, were developed to be used by the evaluators. Schools are first
appraised by their own faculty and then by a visiting committee from the
state department, universities, and colleges, and public schools. The
committee usually spends from two to three days in each school. The
most important characteristics of these cooperative secondary school
evaluations are (l) that the appraisal is made in terms of the school's
objectives, and (2) that the school's own staff evaluates Itself first.
Usually these evaluations are under the direction of the state depart-
taent of education.^
According to the I966 standards proposed by the Commission, the
Commission endeavors to hold consistently to the goals of identifying
the better educational Institutions of the south and to work constantly
to encourage and assist them in becoming better. Ihe Commission takes
the position that the chief purpose of accreditation should be the stimu¬
lation of improvement in the schools through varied means of which the
enforcement of minimum standards is only one. Efforts of members of the
Commission, therefore, primarily are directed toward the development of
standards and accrediting procedures which it is assuiied will contribute
P
to the continuous Improvement of schools.
Vernon E. Anderson, Paul R. Grim, and William T. Gruhn, Principles
and ]^actices of Secondary Education (New York: The Ronald Press Company,
1951), PP. 94-95.
Proposed Standards of the Commission on Secondai'y Schools (Atlanta:
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 196^), p. 1.
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Ihe CoTmnission observes the following principles in its accreditation
of schools:
1. A school should be evaluated in terms of its functions and
purposes.
2. Both quantitative and qualitative criteria should be used
in accrediting a school.
3. Standards should be used as a means of implementing the
principles controlling the school's functions, purposes,
and improvements.
U. Standards and procedures for the accreditation of schools
should be developed cooperatively by all concerned.
5. A school’s effectiveness should be judged by the extent to
which it meets the needs of the people se3rved.
6. Standards of accrediting should be sufficiently compre¬
hensive to stimulate each school toward the achievement
of its purpose.
7. The accreditation of a school should be based upon its
status on a given date but also upon the progress'It midEes
between two dates.
8. The accreditation of a school should be based upon its
composite program and the facilities it requires.
9. Accreditation should become one significant means of
enabling teachers and administrators to look upon their
work as a full-time vocation, calling for their maximal
growth and development as professional persons.10.The extent to which the school’s physical facilities are
utilized maximally and to which it avails itself of all
opportunities to serve the educational needs of its
community should be considered fully in accreditation.^
The Commission, in full accord with the point of view expressed,
takes the position that the chief purpose of accreditation should be the
stimulation of improvement in the schools through varied means of which
the enforcement of minimum standard is only one. Efforts of members of
Ibid.. pp. 2-3.
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the CotnmissiOTi; therefore, primarily are directed toward the development
of standards and accrediting procedures which it is assumed will contri¬
bute to the continuous improvement of schools. With the accelerating
nature of change in our culture today, this purpose partakes of a sense
of urgency and would seem to suggest major focus on the critical areas
of professional staff improvement and full utilization of staff and
physical facilities.^
The Commission’s accreditation of schools is done in accordance with
the follo-vTing policies:
1. A secondary school -which is located in a state or area
o-ver which the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools has jurisdiction is eligible to make application
for accreditation by this Association, provided the appli¬
cation for accreditation by this Association is presented
through the Association’s state commit-tee and is supported
by the report of results of inspection of the school’s
program.
2. A school may be ad-vised, warned, placed on probation, or
dropped from the list of accredited schools for failure to
conform satisfactorily to the Commission’s standards, or
for failure to show a reasonable amount of progress since
the preceding report, depending upon the na-ture, extent, or
- duration of the deficiency.
3. rfembership in the Southern Association should not be acquired
or retained if as a consequence other schools in the same
admlnlstrati-ve unit are handicapped in achie-ving their
purpose.
U. Ifember senior high schools participating in inter-school
athletics or other in-ter-school acti-vitles shall be
members of, or be eligible for membership in, their
appropriate state or regional organization.
5. Each school seeking admission to the Association must
conduce a self-s-tudy program using the Evaluatj-ye Criteria.
Af-ter ad-mlssion each school is expected to carry on a con¬




years submit to the State Committee a detailed -written
report based upon the Evaluatl-ve Criteria. Once each ten
years the school will conduct a self-study based upon the
Evaluative Criteria.
6. An application is required annually from each member school.
Comple-te reports are required of all member school once each
three years.^
There is general agreement that a first in school evaluation and
accreditation invol-ves concise de-termination and s-tatement of the school's
purpose. Once this purpose is defined, it then is possible to select
cri-teria which are indicati-ve of the soundness of the school's operations
and accomplishments. Thus the responsibilities of each school include:
defining its purposes -within the matrix of state, regional, and national
purposes; selecting criteria in terms of which its operations and accom¬
plishments can be judged; re-examining, from time to time, its purposes,
goals, programs, and accomplishments; and, if there be need, establishing
new purposes, goals, and programs. Acceptance of membership in the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools carries, therefore, the
implied responsibility of conducting a continuous program of evaluation
directed to-ward impro-ved quality. It also carries the additional responsi¬
bility of reporting to the Association, through its state committees, such
accounts, infonnatlon, and data as will demonstrate that the insti-tTution
p
merits membership s-tatus.
A discussion of e-yaluation in general.—Educational e-valuation is
the estimation of the gro-wth and progress of pupils to-ward objecti-ves or




the collection of evidence -which -will show degree to which p-upils are
progressing toward curricular goals, and to permit teachers and super¬
visors to evaluate the effecti-veness of curricular experiences, acti-vl-
ties and instructional methods.^
There are certain steps in the process of evaluation. They are
(l) formulation of the major objectives of the curriculum-ohjecti-ves
whether major or otherwise are determined from the philosophy of the
school; (2) definition and clarification of these major oh jecti-ves; (3)
selection of available tests or measures for each objecti-ve; (4) construc¬
tion of needed -test scales or -techniques; and (5) application of the various
formal and informal -tests and -techniques to the appraisal of indi-vldual
growth and de-velopment.
Gronlund states in his discussion of evaluation and measurement that
the main emphasis in evaluation is on the extent to which educational goals
are achie-ved. How much accurately can a pupil do multiplication? There¬
fore, evaluation programs must include both measurement and non-measure-
2
ment techniques each to be used as appropriate.
Troyer points out that e-valuation in education is the process of
judging the effecti-veness of educational experience. It included gather¬
ing and summarizing e-vldence on the ex-bent to which educational values are
being attained. It seeks to ans-wer the questions: "What progress am I
making? and "What success is our educational program ha-vlng?" Teachers,
administrators, and students are daily making -value judgements about the
1
Wrightstone, op. cit., p. 16.
2
Gronlund, op. cit.. p. ?•
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effectiveness of their procedures in the attainment of their goals. This
evaluation, whether recognized as such or not, goes on continuously in all
education.^
Evaluation is in order to judge the effectivenss of an educational
program, Ws undertake to evaluate because it is hoped thereby to improve
it. By knowing strengths and weaknesses we:,are enabled to plan more
Intelligently for improvement. Evaluation is a technique that can and
should lead to the continuous improvement of education.
Initially many people had the belief that evaluation only meant
tests. Today, however, one views evaluation in a much broader manner.
Data is secured with rating scales, check lists, anecdotal records, socio¬
grams, situation tests, charts of student participation in group discussion
interviews, and student projects as well as using objective and essay tests
The modern educator also uses such data and information for more than
arriving at a final mark as has been a practice in early years. This
material is helpful in finding out how much a student knows and where to
start teaching him new material. The tests show the students' strengths
and weaknesses and measure the worth of the teachers' methods and materials
From this analysis and measurement of the student and teacher also comes
the analysis and incite into the core of our schools.
Evidences of change are secured and inteirpreted through use of many
appropriate instruments and procedures of evaluation, A primary purpose of
evaluation is to Increase the effectiveness of the school's program
"Slaurice E, Troyer, and Robert C. Pace, Evaluation in Teacher Edu¬
cation (Washington: American Council on Education, 19^4), p, 1,
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in general. To achieve this purpose sotae principles of evaluation must
serve as a guide.
Some principles which should guide in the evaluation of curriculum
improvement may he suggested;
Evaluation should be planned and carried out in terms of the
specific purposes of the curriculum improvement program.
Evaluation activities should be an Integral and continuous
part of a school.
Decisions concerning evaluative procedures and purposes to
be achieved should be arrived at thrtmgh consensus by all
personnel affected by the program. Significant relationships
exist between the success of efforts to obtain evaluative data
and a feeling of security on the part of individuals involved.
Pui*poses should be flexible; they should be subject to review,
restatement, and redirection whenever necessary'in evaluation
activities.
E-valuation should be based upon abundant descriptive evidence
obtained in a variety of ways. Changes sought are intricate
in nature; they cannot be described or measured by a single
device or procedure.
Any procedure which provides reliable evidence regarding a
change is appropriate. Evaluation procedures should not be
limited to the use of pencil and paper instruments.
The essential nature of evaluation is found in the application
of value judgments to factual data, ^feasuring and counting are
not sufficient.
Ihe means used to achieve purposes are of equal improtance -with
the ends sought. Evaluation is concerned with both means and
ends. A significant purpose of evaluation activities is the
achievement of self-evaluation. Evaluation plans should be
made and carried out so as to increase the effective use of
self evaluation.^
Cecil J. Parker, "Evaluating Improvement Programs,” Action For
Curriculum Improvement, 1931^ Yearbook of the Association for Super¬
vision and Curriculum Development, National Education Association of
the United States (Washington, D. C.; NEA-Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, I951), p. I89.
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Evaluation, should have as its sole purpose the improvement of the
school program. The frontier of evaluation has heen quite unevenly ex¬
plored and developed. Ifeasurement of pupil results through paper-and-
pencil tests covering required subject matter has heen greatly extended.
Other areas of the frontier have heen relatively neglected. A current
trend in evaluation is to state desirable objectives in terms of definite
behavioral changes in the learners and to evaluate the extent and kind of
such changes. Procedures and methods employed will be not only those of
refined paper-and-pencil tests, but also those of anecdotal records;
diaries and log books; check lists and the like. Even more recent are
various types of self-evaluation. Much effort formerly devoted to evalua¬
tion of others is now employed in cooperative and self-evaluation pro¬
cedures.
Use of the teimi evaluation instead of the former one of measurement
signifies an attempt on the part of educators to widen and enrich the con¬
cept of appraisal. Measurement tends to limit us to that which can be
measured, whereas evaluation admits all measureable items plus the more
intangible yet highly significant value judgements.^
An adequate basis for evaluation will depend upon a comprehensive
statement of the guiding objectives of education. These aims may be
determined inductively, but they must be established, with provision for
change and growth. These major objectives also should be described in
terms of desired behavior changes. A major function of evaluation is to
determine whether the results of the program coincide with behavior changes
sought
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Troyer and Pace have set forth these steps in evaluation:
1. Formulating the general objectives.
2. Defining general objectives in terms of the specific
behavior they imply.
3. Identifying sources of evidence that can be used in
observing such behavior.
4. Developing methods for getting evidence.
5. Interpreting results in the light of the objectives.
Appraisal consists in finding out to what extent and also how we
are achieving our purposes. The purpose of such appraisal is a construc¬
tive one—to find out how we can do a better job. Doing a better job
signifies not only getting improved results but also realizing more
satisfying ways of working together in attaining these results. In co¬
operative 'appraisal, the process is important and belongs within the
scope of evaluation quite as much as the product. .
Summary of related literature.—The significant facts or points of
view revealed through the survey of the literature on "school evaluation"
are characterized in the separate statements below.
1. Evaluation is a needed and welcome necessity.
2. When a school takes time out to examine and analyze its
programs, it may lead to accreditation.
3. Evaluation is both measurement and analysis.
4. Evaluation is not a recent development. It is ancient, but
newer ways of performance are continuously in the making.
5. Evaluation is the instrumental method used to arrive at a
diagnosis of what "ails" our school’s educational program
and eventually leads to.solutions to the problems for both
teacher and student.
6. Evaluation has a way of cementing good, desirable, and
favorable relations between students and faculty; faculty
and princip&l; and school and community.
^Troyer, op. cit., p. 87.
CHAP'EER II
PROCEDURES, ORGANIZATION, AND TREATMENT OF DATA
The data concerning the implementations of the recommendations of
the 1957 and 1959 Visiting Committees to the two senior high schools of
the Griffin-Spalding County School System were obtained by the instruments
of questionnaire and interview. Both the questionnaire and a schedule of
the interviews will be found in the Appendix.
The questionnaire based on the "Evaluative Criteria" and Proposed
Standards of Evaluation was constructed considering the following cate¬
gories and divisions:
1. Recommendations pertaining to philosophy and ob.jectives
2. Recommendations pertaining to school and community
3. Recommendations pertaining to student activity program
4. Recommendations pertaining to library/instructional materials
5. Recommendations pertaining to guidance services
6. Recommendations pertaining to school plant
7. Recommendations pertaining to school staff and administration
8. Recommendations pertaining to public relations
9. Recommendations pertaining to program of studies
The interview schedule used during the researcher’s visitations was
constructed with the questionnaire instrument items in mind. Both the
inteorvlew schedule and questionnaire instrument which was completed by




Collection of data.—Hie procedural steps are as follows:
1. The Superintendent and Principals of the concerned schools,
Fairmont High and Griffin High, were contacted, informed of
the research problem and their cooperation solicited,
2. The questionnaire was delivered to each school and an interview
schedule secured. Each school completed the questionnaire and
retunaed it to the researcher.
3. The Interview schedule was set up for the month of May and
carried out along with a pleasant observation of classrooms
and other points of interest in the schools.
Organization of the data.—The astute arrangement and organization of
the data as a result of pertinent information secured from the question¬
naire and the interview were performed in the following manner:
1. Both questionnaires, interview schedules, and data blanks
from the observations were checked repeatedly for completness,
related data to the problem, and accuracy.
2. The three areas of data were again checked for accuracy and
cohesiveness.
3. The consistent data were compiled in appropriate tables and
cherts as commanded by the respective sub-purposes of the
study; the frequency and percent of answers to each item
were counted and recorded on the necessary table.
4. A complete Profile showing the degree of implementation of
each school of the recommendations by the Visiting Committees
and a third Profile showing the comparison of the two schools
in their implementations was constructed to depict the school’s
"efforts** toward implementation.
Presentation of the data.—The data of this study were recorded and
categorized for presentation according to the division listed below.
I. The findings of the recommendations of the Visiting Committee for
each of the two schools.
A. Fairmont High School Chapter III
B. Griffin High School Chapter IV
The areas of recommendations of the Visiting Committees suggested for
each school were as follows:
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1. Recommendations for the major areas:(a)Philosophy and Objectives
(h) Program
(c) Activities
(d) Equipment and Materials
(e) School Plant
2. Recommendations for the administrative and/or service areas:
(a) Library Services
(b) Guidance Services
(c) Health and Physical Education
(d) Administration and Staff




(d) Equipment and Materials
II. What the Visiting Committees recommendations really mean in con¬
junction with a profile portraying the implementations of the recommenda-i
tions by each school is incarcerated under separate captions.^
Chapter V . , . Interpretation of the Findings
1. Fairmont High
2. Griffin High
Chapter VI has been reserved for the myriad of comments and statements
in the form of Summaries, Conclusions, Recommendations, Implications,
Bibliography, Appendix, and Vita.
^The "profile" implemented is a positive scale from 1-3. One (l) point
denotes no improvement; two (2) denotes partial improvement; and three (3)
denotes adequate improvement for the category analyzed and evaluated.
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATIOW OF DATA—THE FMRMONT HIGH SCHOOL
Introductory Statement
Incorporated in this chapter are all of the basic data on the recom¬
mendations of the Visiting Committees to and the "degree** of implementation
of these recommendations by the Fairmont High School. All of the data are
categorized according to (a) the personnel of the Visiting Committee; (b)
the recommendations and degree of implementation for each area indicated,
and (c) the similarities and differences indicated for the Committee’s
recommendations between the Fairmont High School and the Griffin High
School both of which are in the Griffin-Spalding School District.
Ihe symbols used to denote the "degree" of implementation of the
recommendations made by the Visiting Committees of the Fairmont High School
and Griffin High School range on a positive scale from 1-3. One (l) point
denotes no improvement; two (2) point denotes partial improvement; and
three (3) point denotes complete implementation for the category analyzed
and evaluated.
Personnel of the Committee
The personnel of the Visiting Committee was as follows; one high school
principal, one university professor, eight high school teachers, and five
State Department of Education representatives.
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The Philosophy of Fairmont High School
Vfe, the staff of the Fairmont High School, believe as teachers in a
democratic society; (l) that the student is the basic element in the
school; (2) that our responsibility is to provide varied experiences for
successful participation by students of all capabilities including the
exceptional child—below and above the average norm; (3) that the curri¬
culum of the school should be comprehensive, thereby allowing for the
achievement of occupational and college preparatory programs—providing
experiences that are the proper orientation to the intellectual and cul¬
tural disciplines necessary for the college preparatory students; (4) that
considerable emphasis should be placed in the areas of communication—
thinking, speaking, listening, reading, and writing, as well as the humani¬
ties; (5) that good relationship should be established between the school
and the community with opportunities provided for cultivating and practicing
this relationship; and (6) that the student should understand and be loyal
to the democratic ideas.
The Objectives of Fairmont High School
Vfe, the staff of the Fairmont High School, believe that we should pro¬
vide opportunities for our students to meet the indicated needs through the
pursuit of the following objectives:
1, Learning and appreciating high academic, ethical and moral
standards.
2, Understanding basic facts of health; mental, physical, and
emotional,
3, Developing a desire to make adjustments needed now in education,
social and vocational choices.
U. Developing understandings, appreciations and uses of their ' ■
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natural environment and their common technological
environment.
5. Providing activities that will promote the development of knowledge
and understanding through problem-solving and communication.
6. Making worthy use of leisure time.
7. Arranging courses for pupils who plan to attend college and
those who do not.
8. Enriching the abilities of exceptional children—retarded and
gifted by planning differentiated assignments when possible.
9. Providing opportunities for establishing and maintaining good
relationship between the school and community.10.Developing the rights and duties of a citizen in a democratic
society.
Commendation
The Visiting Committee commended the superintendent. Board of Edu¬
cation, school administration and staff on their awareness of inadequacies,
weaknesses, and needs. They further commended them on their high level of
relationship between and among the aforenamed groups, students, parents,
and citizens; and for the high level of educational and professional
acumen and leadership.
Recommendations
The following recomnnendations are listed with sincere hope that each|
person responsible in any way for the educational contribution of our boys
and girls will accept them as humbly as they are presented. The recom¬
mendations of the Visiting Committee, in conjunction with the researcher*s
Interpretation of the degree to which the school has made efforts to im¬




BECOMMENDATIONS (S’ THE VISITING COMMITTEE AND THE DEGREE OF
IMPLEMENTATION ACHIEVED BY THE FAIRMONT HIGH
SCHOOL, GRIFFIN, GEORGIA, 1959, 19^5
Degree of
Recommendations Implementation
1. Of first consideration by the staff should
be the addition of the following to the
philosophy:
(a) The value -system’s potencv in indivL-
dual and group conduct 2
(b) Proper orientation to the intellectual
and cultural disciplines should be given
specific emphasis in the philosophy state¬
ment 2
2. The objectives might include the following
(a) The correlation and integration of the
specific tasks indicated by the objectives
with the concepts which are inherent in the
philosophy and the "needs of youth" patterns. 2
(b) The integration of the concepts of the phi¬
losophy, the objectives, and the "needs of
youth" into an overall educational point-of-
view which will be basic to the total edu¬
cational enterprise of the Fairmont High
School, Griffin,Georgia. 2
(c) The specific identification and emphasis
upon the need and preparation for partici¬
pation in a World-culture and world-complex
as well as the immediate environs of Spalding
County, and the United States. 1
A summary of the data in Table 1 indicates that four of the recom¬
mendations had been partially implemented; one had not been implemented
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at all; and none of the recommendations had been adequately implemented.
The question arises: to what extent did the faculty of the Fairmont Hi^
School consider as important to its educational program the reformulation
or revisions or changes or "new departures" in educational philosophy
TABI£ 2
SCHOCL AHD COMMUNITY
RECOMME!NDATIOWS OF THE VISITING CCMUTOEE AND THE DEGREE OF IMPIE-





1. Hiat a definite attempt be made at an early
date to open many effective avenues of com¬
munication between parents of the Griffin-
Spalding Community and the personnel of the
Fairmont High School. 2
2. That the Fairmont High School continue its
constructive efforts toward the solution of
the drop-out problem. 2
3. That the staff continue its effort to develop
the vocational skills of the students whose
educational interests do not lead them toward
college training. 2
4. That the school and community Jointly seek to
provide all its citizens with gainful employ¬
ment according to their abilities, interests.
and skills. 1
5. That the community continue its program for
providing wholesome and adequately organized
recreational facilities and programs for all
of its citizens. 2
6. That the school and community Jointly operate
to initiate an adult educational program that
will meet the challenge of the educational and
cultural levels of the Negro citizenry of Griffin
and Spalding County. 1
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recommended "by the Visiting Committee. The revision or up-dating of
educational thinking does not involve any financial subsidy that would
restrict and/or prohibit the redirecting of the group’s thinking.
TABLE 3
STODENT ACTIVITY PROGEAM
RECCMfflmATICNS OF THE VISITING COMMITTEE AND TEEE DEGREE OF IMPLE¬




1. That the staff explore the possibility of pro¬
viding a variety of ’’activities*' through which to
meet the manifold of varying interests, needs, and
abilities of the pupils.
2. That the staff re-examine the scheduling of the ac¬
tivities within the school so as to minimize con¬
flicts of meetings as well as provide more adequate
time-allotment for the activities being carried on. 2
3. That records of activity meetings and programs be
kept, and these be used in the evaluation and im¬
provement of the activities program. 2
That a plan be developed for the more effective
organization, management, and supervision of student
activities, 3
5. That a gymnatorium or a larger assembly room be added
to the school plant. 3
6. That the staff explore the possibility and feasi¬
bility of "school publication." 1
7. That in-service training be provided for homeroom
sponsors in order that they may continue to assist
in the promotion of homeroom programs and activities. 2
8. That the staff and Central Office explore the possi¬
bility of stepplng-up the whole range of guidance and
counseling services in the school. 3
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The summary of the data in Tatle 2 indicates that four of the recom¬
mendations had iDeen partially implemented and two recommendations had
not been implemented. A sincere effort should be made toward further
implementations for the progress of the community.
TABLE i)-
LIBRARY SERVICES
RECOMMERDATIQMS OF THE VISITING COMMITTEE AND TBE DEGREE OF IMPLE¬




1. That the annual allocation for materials be con¬
tinued and supplemented whenever possible so that
the book collection will satisfy as soon as pos¬
sible the requirement of 5 books per student;; 3
2. Th6t when possible the librarian be relieved of
supervised study periods and courses in libraiy
instruction be substituted particularly beginning
with the 8th and 9th grades. 3
3. That some of the annual allotment be used to pur¬
chase a basic collection of filmstrips and recordings. 2
4. ihat a vertical file be secured—one section to be
used for filing records and the remaining section
for setting up a pamphlet, picture and clippings
file after the organization of the book collection
has been completed. 3
5. That in the long-range planning program consideration
be given to organizing a Reading Club with the co¬
operation of the English Department, 1
6. That teachers continue using library materials in
their classroom planning and teaching and for pro¬
moting their own professional growth. 2
7. That continuous and extensive use be made of the
Flint River Regional Library Bookmobile service. 3
8. That the librarian pursue her degree in the field. 2
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The summary of the data in Table 3 indicates that four of the recom¬
mendations according to the I965 report had been partially implemented;
three had been fully implemented; coid only one had no improvement.
According to observation in the past school term a sincere effort is
being made for implementation of the one with no improvement.
The summary of Table 4 suggests that three recommendations had been
partially implemented; four had been completely implemented; and only
one had no improvement. It is felt by the researcher that plans for
implementation should be made.
TABLE 5
GUIDANCE SERVICES
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE VISITING COMMITTEE AND TEE DEGREE OF IMPLE¬




1. It appears wise either to appoint a full¬
time counselor or to release two teachers>
preferably a man as dean of boys and a lady ^
as dean of girls, for at least two hours daily ™
counseling. 3
2. The coordination of the program as a ;5oint
operation of teachers, homeroom teachers,
counseling, particularly with respect to the
lacks discussed in the Self-Study, could then
more effectively be made. Responsibility for
the direction of the program could be placed
upon the full-time counselor or shared jointly
by two part-time ones. 3
3. It is very desirable that correlation be made
between mental ability and scholastic achieve¬
ment for possible explanation of drop-outs.





RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE VISITING COMMITTEE AND THE DEGREE (F IMPLE¬




1. That the landscaping program Be continued until
completed. Such work will not only help to beau¬
tify the campus, but will also help to prevent
soil erosion.
2. That a drainage system be provided in order to
eliminate standing water and mud puddles. Tbat
the water draining from the roof of the building
be drained in a manner to prevent further soil
erosion. Evidence of erosion is obvious in many
areas of the campus. 'Diat landscaping be done on
the bank between the high school and the junior
high school. 2
3. That provisions be made for a paved sidewalk in
front of the school. 3
4. That provisions be made for a paved sheltered area
for loading and unloading school buses during in¬
clement weather. 2
5. That the playground area in front of the school
and across the street be leveled off in order to
make it more adaptable for play purposes. 3
6. That provisions be made for hard-surfaced play
areas for such activities as volley ball, basket¬
ball, tennis, etc. 3
T. That provisions be made to eliminate the over¬
crowding of school buses. 2
8. That locks be provided for teacher storage cabinets. 1
The summary of the implementations of the recommendations in Table 5
indicate that two had been completely implemented*and one had been




RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE VISITING COMMITT3BE AND THE DEGREE OF IMPLE¬




1, That the teachers be encouraged to continue
to upgrade their academic and professional train¬
ing to, at least, the minimum level of the Master’s
degree, 2
2, That the janitorial staff be increased by the ad¬
dition of a maid to take care of the lighter house¬
keeping chores and females segregated services, 3
3, That a safe-door (Moser) be installed in the walk-in
vault, 2
it-. That the school prepare and issue a Handbook of Pro¬
cedures and Policies for the direction of school
personnel, 1
5, That the staff explore the feasibility and possibility
of segregating 7th and 8th grades from the high school
9th-12th grades in order to provide the opportunity for
meeting the challenge of the emerging "Middle Grades"
program recently inaugurated in Georgia, 3
6, That the Central Administration explore the feasibi¬
lity and possibility of plant expansion in the
direction of: (a) Health and Physical Education
Building to serve as a facility for assembly, music
and dramatic programs as well as "gym" activitiesj
(b) Business Education suite; (c) loading-shelter
for buses; and (d) landscaping and terracing of grounds, 2
7, That the Central Administration and staff look to the
immediate provision of adequate equipment of science
program where indicated, 2
8, That the staff re-explore the practicality of an
"Activity Period" in the Daily Schedule, 2
The summaiy of the data in Table 6 indicates that four of the recom¬
mendations had been partially implemented; three had been fully implemented;
and only one no improvement. For such a samall recommendation it would
appear that little effort would he required for the fulfillment.
Summarization of the data of Table 7 indicated that five of the
recommendations had been partially implemented; two had been fully im¬
plemented; and one had not been implemented at all. A school handbook
should be on the list of accomplishments in the near future.
TABLE 8
PUBLIC RELATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE VISITING COMMITOEE AND THE DEGREE OF IMPLE¬




1. Ihat the staff of the Fairmont High School should
explore the possibilities and need for the inau¬
guration of some sort of systematized Public Re¬
lations Program in its overall program. 2
2. That any inaugurated Public Relation Program should
be placed under the assigned direction of a staff
member who will be designated with the responsibility
for the planning, coordination, and operation of the
program; thereby eliminating and/or minimizing the
"Incidentalness" of the present Public Relations
Activity. 1
3. That the Public Relation Program shall be made a com¬
prehensive and systematic facet of the total edu¬
cational program in Spalding County, Georgia, 1
4. That the staffs of the Negro schools of Spalding
County, Georgia, explore feasibility and possibility
of making more articulate the cooperative endeavors
of the White and Colored citlzeniy in providing edu¬
cational opportunity for all of the children and youth
of the county. 2
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The summary of the data of Table 8 Indicates that two recommendations
had been partially implemented and two had not been Implemented. For
such an important phase of a school community, immediate attention to
these two recommendations would be feasible.
TABLE 9
PROGRAM OF STUDIES
RECCMENDATIONS OF TBE VISITING COMMITTEE AND THE DEGREE OF IMPLE¬









1. The program in Business Education should be ex¬
panded to provide offerings in such areas as:
(a) Bookkeeping, (b) shorthand, (c) Business
Practice, (d) Filing, and (e) i^siness Arithmetic. 2
2. The program should be provided with additional
equipment, such as: (a) calculating tnachltie, (b)
dictating and transcribing machines, (c) mimeo¬
graph and other type duplicating machines, (d)
automatic timers, (e) telephone practicu^, and
(f) bookkeeping machine. 2
3. The physical facility for the program might well
be expanded to include an activities room, with
washing facilities. 1
4. The provision of instructional records. 3
ENGLISH
1. That all teachers within the department shall give
special attention to sequential development of the
various skills so that unnecessary repetitions are








2. That teachers should give special attention to the
tendency to do too much of the explaining, parti¬
cularly in summaries of what has gone before and
in asking and answering their own questions before
students have had time to think. 2
3. That the giving of assignment should be much more
student-teacher centered, with careful attention
to the time so that the class hour will give ample
opportunities for resume and planning, 2
h. That a program of periodical, objective-type
examinations to measure the effectiveness of teach¬
ing (constiTJcted by the faculty if possible) be¬
come a feature of the departmental plans and
activities. 3
5. That there should be consideration of changes from
the traditional seating arrangements to semi-cir¬
cular or open-triangular form and the use of bul¬
letin boards for motivating wide reading, creating
interest in one or all of the skills of communication, 3
6. That the general area of materials and equipment be
studies and strengthened in terras of (a) classroom
display of books which may motivate voluntary read¬
ing among students; (b) books about the same subjects,
but at different reading levels so that varying read¬
ing abilities may be accommodated; (c) easy use of
audio-visual equipment which is now a part of most
language arts laboratories. (These include projecting
devices, duplicating materials, and equipment to be
used exclusively by the English Department; an opague
projector easily acceptable to this unit; record
players—at least one to each two teachers; and a tape
recorder used exclusively by this department.^ 2
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
1, In view of these observations, as speekily as possible,
additional work in French should be offered, and the






1. That a physical education building be constiructed
in order that a more effective health, safety, and
physical education program can be carried out, 3
2. That segregated climic for boys and girls he put
into operation. 1





1. That industrial arts be required of all 9‘th grade
pupils and that provisions for pupils to take
advanced work above this level be continued. 2
2. That additional power tools such as a jig saw, skill
saw, and arbo saw be made available. 2
3. That provisions be made for supplying the shop with
additional hand tools, such as hammers, hand saw,
back saws, try squares, framing squares, rules, hand
drills, screw drivers, jack planes, block planes, etc, 2
4. That the room adjacent to the shop and designed for
planning and classroom purposes be used for that purpose
by the industrial arts program. At the present time it
is used for physical education classes. 3
5. That the program be provided with drawing equipment
such as desks, drawing boards, instruments, material
and supplies adequate to meet pupil needs in this area. 1
MATHEMATICS
1. It is highly recommended that in this space age more
consideration be given to quantitative and number







2. Plans should he formulated and executed to provide
special work in mathematics for the better students
and to raise the level of performance of the students
who are relatively weak in computational skills and
mathematical reasoning. 2
3. A sequence of course on a double-track such as Track
I—Algebra I for ninth, Algebra II for tenth and Plane
Geometry on eleventh or twelth grade level; Track II—
General Ntethematics I for ninth, General Mathematics II
for 10th and Business or Consumer Arithmetic on the
nth or 12th level is highly recommended. 2
4. With forty-five percent of the graduating class plan¬
ning to go to college at least one advanced course
in mathematics should be required. 3
5. Addio-visual aids should be used to enhance the teach¬
ing of mathematics where ever possible. 3
MUSIC
1. A sound-proofed band room separate from the main
classroom building. 3
2. A more spacious instrument storage room with two
doors (entrance and exits). 3
3. Filing cabinet for music. 2
4. Workbooks. 2
5. Course in interpretive (modem, creative) dancing. 1
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1. That opportunities be provided for pupils to par¬






2. Ihat a well constructed, planned, and properly
equipped physical education building be con¬
structed and placed into operation within the
immediate future which would include:
a. Physical education classrooms
b. Showers
c. Lockers
d. Marked courts for a variety of games 3
3. That the teacher will have at least one free period
per day for planning. 3
SCIENCE1.Either the science rooms be enlarged to Include
•ladequately equipped student work space or an ad¬
ditional adequately equipped room with ample space
be added, 1
2, Adequate storage space should be provided in each
room, 2
3, A program should be set up to meet the needs and
interests of exceptional children in science. 2
4, The total science program be organized to provide
continuity between the courses or stages of child
development. 2
SOCIAL STUDIES
1. That the administration consider the feasibility of
arranging the schedules of the social studies teach¬
ers BO that there will be one free period during the
regular school day. 2
2. That the needed maps, historical charts, globes and
other teaching aids and equipment be provided for
the social studies teachers. 2
3. That file cabinets be placed in the rooms for housing





• ' SOCIAL STUDIES CONTINUED
4. That Broader use he made of current resources
and audio-visual aids in the social studies pro¬
gram. 2
5. That a social studies laboratory be established
where the social studies mi^t centralize acti¬
vities as well as accumulate a wide variety of
resource materials to be used in the classrooms. 1
6. That informal seating arrangements be changed as
often as desirable for the efficiency and comfort
of students. 2
The summary of the data in Table 9 would indicate that twenty-three
recommendations had been partially implemented; seven had not been im¬
proved; and thirteen had been fully implemented. Of these recommendations
special attention and planning should be placed on materials, equipment,
and sufficient books for all departments.
System-wide implications.—The analysis and interpretation of the
data served to pin-point the prevalent general approaches, procedures,
needed facilities, equipment and materials implicit in and characterized
in the recommendations which follow below:
Recommendations
I. Approaches
A. The staff might seriously consider the addition of the
following to the philosophy and objectives:
1. The value-system’s potency in individual and group
conduct
hi
2, The proper orientation to the intellectual and
cultural disciplines
B. That activity records, he kept for a11 students who par¬
ticipate in the activity program
C. That study periods he removed from the library
D. That a handbook he provided for all
E. That a remedial reading program he set up
II.Procedures
A. The school and community jointly tackle the task of pro¬
viding a wider range of gainful employment for Negroes
in Griffin, and throughout Spalding County,
B. Develop a full-fledged adult education program.
C. Provide wholesome and adequate recreational facilities
and program for the Negro citizenry of the county,
D. Provide opportunity for college-hound students to take
more advanced mathematics courses.III.Materials and Equipment
A. That all departments he provided with adequate hooks
and supplies
B. That the industrial arts department he provided with the
necessary drawing equipnent such as desks, drawing hoards,
instruments, materials, and supplies
C. That audio-visual materials he provided for all departments
D. That more clinic supplies he provided
IV.Facilities
A. That additional landscaping he done between Kelsey Junior
High and Fairmont High School
B. That sheltered areas he provided for bus loading students,
C. That additional storage space he provided for all departments
D. That additional facilities such as a wash room he provided
for the business education department
E. That additional room space he provided for the science and
social studies departments
CHAFIER IV
PEESENIiATia!! OF DATA~THE GRIFFIN HIGH SCHOOL
njitroductory Stateiuent
Incorporated in this chapter are all of the basic data on the recom-
tnendations of the Visiting Committee to and the "degree** of implementation
of those recommendations by the Griffin High School, All of the data are
categorized according to (a) the personnel of the Visiting Coramitteej
(b) the recommendations and degree of in^lementation for each area in¬
dicated or the Committee’s recommendations between the Griffin High School
and the Fairmont High School both of which are in the Griffin-Spalding
School District,
The symbols used to denote the **degree** of Implementation of the
recommendations made by the Visiting Committees of the Griffin High
School and Fairmont High School range on a positive scale from 1-3,
One (l) point denotes no improvement; two (2) point denotes partial im¬
provement; and three (3) point denotes complete implementation for the
category analyzed and evaluated.
Personnel of the Committee
The composition of the Visiting Committee was distributed among two
hi^ school principals, two university professors, four high school
teachers, three State Department of Education representatives, two lay
persons, and nine consultants.
The Philosophy of the Griffin High School
The staff believes that it is the responsibility of the school to
^3
provide educational experiences which will help each student to grow
physically, tnentally, and spiritually* and to become a desirable member
of society.
Me believe that the school should recognize the scope of the student*s
needs; namely, our students need
1, To understand and appreciate the democratic society of which
they are a part and to assume the responsibility of being
worthy members of that society;
2, To practice a balance in their daily-life activities which will
contribute to physical and emotional health;
3, To become intelligent and well-intentioned consumers and pro¬
ducers of their natural environment, and to understand the
influence of the environment upon various cultures of the past
as well as the present,
k. To receive guidance in making desirable use of their strengths
and satisfactory adjustments for their weaknesses, with due
concern for other members of society;
5, To learn to define problems ,to collect and evaluate information,
and to present logical conclusions;
6, To appreciate the necessity, the value, and the dignity of work
and to apply ethical principles in business transactions;
7, To plan the selection of their leisure activities, to provide
a balance between leisure and work, and to learn to use their
leisure voluntarily for others as well as for themselves;
8, To develop desirable standards of tastes in the materials and
products they buy, in recreational activities, in the choice of
literature, in art, in music, and in nature.
Me believe that the school should provide the instruction and the
guidance to enable students to meet these needs through;
l, Democratic classroom procedure, clubs, athletic activities, and
social events;
2, A program of health and physical education, a Cafeteria which
sesrvls balanced lunches, and a First Aid room operated by the
P, T, A,;
kh
3. D, C. T. program and courses in social science, industrial arts,
business education, and agriculture;
Guidance personnel—(all teachers included in this, offering
guidance in selection of a course of study, choice of college,
and in solving other personal problems);
5« Mathematics, speech course, En^ish (literature), chapel pro¬
grams, club programs, and all classroom activities;
6, Field trips, D, C, T,, and vork on subject assignments;
T« Community recreational program, school athletic program, clubs,
and school-sponsored parties;
8, Chorus, band, dramatics, clubs, and homemaking classes.
Commendation
The Visiting Committee commended the Griffin High School on their
hospitality and cooperativeness, The committee found the staff to be
friendly and both teachers and students made the work of the committee
easier and more pleasant. The committee further commended the Griffin
High School for:
1. The awareness of the staff to the general purposes of
education.
2. The recognition of the responsibilities of the school to the
eomraunity.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are listed with sincere hope that
each person responsible in any way for the educational contributions of
our boys and girls will accept them as humbly as they are presented. The
recommendations of the Visiting Committee, in conjunction with the re¬
searcher* s interpretation of the degree of which the school has made
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RECQMMENDATICNS OF THE VISITING C(M£mEB AND TEE DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION












1. A salary adequate to secure and maintain with reason¬
able tenure a faculty that a city of this calibre needs.
Within less than an hour’s drive from Griffin are sys¬
tems offering much larger inducements for ambitious
teachers (the only kind worth having). The city of
Girffin must compete with these systems if it wishes
to maintain the function, reputation and integrity of
its schools, 3
2, A more adequate instructional staff numerically to re¬
lieve excessive teacher load, 2
3, At least one new full-time counselor. 3
4, A full-time assistant principal, 3
k6
The sutrnnary of the data of Table 11 denotes that three recom¬
mendations had been fully impleniented, and one partially implemented.
Continuous efforts toward full implementation should be evident.
TABLE 12
PUPIL PCPULATICW AND CCMflJNITI
RECOMMENDATIONS OF TBE VISITING COMMITTEE AND THE DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATTON
ACHIEVED BY THE GRIFFIN HIGH SCHOOL, GRIFFIN, (BORGIA, 1957, I962
Degree of
Recommendations Implementation
1. In the distribution of the age-grade and mental
ability of the pupils, the committee finds no de¬
viation from the norm. However, in view of the fact that
more than of the pupils do not go to college and
that monre than Vyjo of the seniors have an IQ below 92,
a vocational aptitude test might be administed to great
advantage. Likewise, the results of the IQ test might
be used more widely in providing a more adequate pro¬
gram for these students, A program geared to more
fully satisfying the needs of non-college students
might even result in decreasing the number of drop¬
outs who leave because of lack of interest in school
work. 2
2. The committee suggests that the educational and voca¬
tional intentions of the students be secured much earlier
than the senior year, so as to make vocational and cur¬
riculum guidance more Intelligent and effective. These
intentions should be arrived at, not alone by the stated
preferences of the students, but by preferences resulting
from faculty advice based on results of vocational aptitude
test, 2
3. The committee also recommends that more advantage be made
of Griffin*s proximity to Atlanta by means of group trips
to museums, concerts, meetings of the legislature, and
other events of educational interest, 2
Summarization of the data of Table 12 points out that all three recom¬
mendations had been partially implemented. Continuous efforts toward full
implementation would be of creditable benefit.
TABLE 13
STUDENT ACTIVITY
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE VISITING COMMITTEE AND THE DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION




1. The Student Council serves as a central source of
information of aims and objectives of all clubs,
and acts as a clearing agency for scheduling social
events. 2
2. Assembly programs be exchanged with school of com¬
parable size. 2
3. Group singing for the entire student body be included
in regular assembly programs with various types of
accompaniment. 3
4. Opening exercixes be a daily part of the homeroom
period, and pupil participation be encouraged. 2
TABLE l4
LIBRARY SERVICES
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE VISITING COMMITTEE AND THE DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION
ACHIEVED BY THE GRIFFIN HIGH SCHOOL, GRIFFIN, GEORGIA, 1957, 19^5
Degree of
Recommendations Implementation
1. As soon as it is feasible, additional work and storage
space should be provided for the library. This might
mean relocating the library unless the present can be
expanded, 2
2. A larger group of pupil assistants could be used to
advantage. 2
3. A study should be made to determine whether or not all
pupils have regular opportunities to locate and use
library materials. 2
4. Lfore teachers should be encouraged (a) to bring class
groups to the library to gather information; (b) to
check groups of books from the library to be con¬
sulted in the classroom. ^
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The summary of the data of Tatle 13 indicates that three recom¬
mendations had been implemented and one fully implemented. Additional
plans for further implementation should be made as soon as possible,
Hie summary of the data of Table l4 indicates that three of the
recommendations had been partially implemented and one recommendation
no improvement. Considering the importance of the library today, in-
plementation plans should be forthcoming,
TABLE 15
GUIDANCE SEIRVICES
EEC(MMENDATIONS OF THE VISITING COMMITTEE AND TBE DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION





1, That homeroom and classroom teachers be encouraged to
prepare themselves to participate more extensively and
effectively in guidance services by additional college
courses in this field, 3
2, That individual guidance folders be made for each pupil
and that information concerning family relationships,
vocational and educational plans, test results, anecdotal
record, health records, autobiographies, and other per¬
tinent information be gathered and filed for counseling
purposes, 3
3, That a study be initiated immediately to detennine the
needs for standardized testing in the high school program, 3
4, That an attempt be made to coordinate the vocational and
educational information services so that these services
can be made more useful to all students, 35,That each student should have an opportunity to discuss







1, Ihat a faculty guidance committee be organized im¬
mediately to study tbe ways of implementing these
guidance services, 3
2, That a sufficient number of personally qualified
and professional trained guidance personnel be
made available as soon as possible. The Evaluative
Criterialrecommends that at least one period of
counseling per day be provided for each hundred
pupils enrolled in the school. It is further sug¬
gested that the school administration provide scholar¬
ships for summer study in guidance for selected staff
members, 3
3, Ihat ample space be provided near the school office
as a guidance and counseling center, Ihese quarters
should include a reception room and a private coun¬
seling room for each counselor. Equipment such as a
private telephone, book cases and filing cabinets
should be made available, 34,That provision for guidance services be provided for
in the annual budget of the school, 3
The summary of the data of Table 15 indicates that all recommendations
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1. To implement immediately the plans for renovating the
older buildings on the campus thereby increasing their
effectiveness, and their general appearance and greatly
reducing their unsafe aspects both as fiie hazard and
in their usefulness to the school. -2
2, To provide covered walkways Joining all buildings as
soon as possible. 3
3, To enlarge the present office facilities of the high
school principal, and especially to provide a fire¬
proof vault for storage of irreplaceable school
records in that office. 1
U, To build a field house to provide dres^sing room facili¬
ties for football, baseball, and track, leaving the
present facilities for physical education and basketball . 3
5, To make some arrangement for more adequate playground
space. 2
Summarization of the data of Table 16 denotes that two recommendations
had been partially implemented; two had been completely implemented; and





RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE VISITING COMMITm AND THE DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION






1. That the present practive of opening the entire
course offerings of the cominerclal department
to any student on an elective basis be given
careful consideration, and a planned program
of required studies be instigated on a highly
selective basis with major emphasis on the
clerical, stenographic, and bookkeeping apti¬
tudes of the students and their vocational
intentions. 2
2. That consideration be given to the including of
an office practice course in the twelfth grade
and a general business course no higher than the
tenth grade, 3
3. That a more careful study be made of present
facilities with the possibility of including
standard bookkeeping desks, adjustable type¬
writing desks with provision for book storage,
posture chairs, and miscellaneous office supplies, 1
That immediate steps be taken to free one of the
typewriting rooms five days a week for machine
transcription in the shorthand program, 1
5, That some definite system of couqpiling placement









1, It is the opinion of this committee that if this
department was equipped with a language laboratory
it could do work of real distinction, 3.
2, It is sincerely hoped that French will be rein¬
stated next year. 3
HEALTH AND PHISIGAL EDUGATICN
1. Additional dressing space should be provided. 2
2. A paved area for outside activity should be provided. 1
3. Mats and facilities for rumbling and individual






1. Tie teachers themselves feel the need of more
equipment and materials as an aid to better
teaching, 3
2, The committee feels that it would be desirable to
expand the practice in the teaching program of
having varied levels of instruction to provide for






1. That a hroad program in art be initiated and devel¬
oped as soon as money and space can be made available. 2
2. Biat the music program be developed to include offer¬
ings in general cultural areas as -well as the perfor¬
mance phase; also, that more opportunities be provided
for the talented students, 2
3. Hiat the instrumental program be expanded to include
string instinction. 2
h, niat attempts be made to include all phases of the
Fine Arts in Cooperative programs. 2
SCIENCE
1, More adequate space be allotted for storing general
science and physics equipment. 2
2, Increased equipment be secured for the biology
classes, 3
3, Laboratoiy space be made available for general
science experiment and projects, 1
4, Space be available in which a large number of
"living biology projects might be carried on, 2
social studies
None
The summary of the data of Table I7 indicates that ten recommendations
had been partially implemented; six had been completely implemented; and
four had made no improvement, Ifost of these were constructive problems
and would entail long term planning.
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System-Wide Implications
The similarities and differences prevalent so far are as follows
in the general approaches, procedures, needed facilities, equipment and
materials.
RecommendationsI.Approaches—Ihe staff might seriously consider the commen¬
dations which hoth the 1957 and 1962 Visiting Committees made and en¬
deavor to maintain the status quo and improve on the existing favorable
conditions.
II.Procedures
A, Provide a full-time nurse.
B. Provide a school health council to promote a broader
general health program,
C, Continue to upgrade the educational status of all faculty
members.
D. Secure and hire additional personnel so as to relieve the
present teacher load and allow all to have at least one
planning period,III,Materials and equipment
A, That adequate materials for Science, Social Studies, and
the library be secured in the items of maps, globes, storage
space for live specimens, charts, and library books—five
per student,
B, Hiat additional machines such as adding machines, book¬
keeping desks, and adjustable typewriting desks be pur¬
chased.
C, Secure an adequate supply of foreign language magazines
and books,^
D, Secure an ample and up to date supply of audio-visual
teaching materials for aH departments,
IV.Facilities
A. That additional classrooms be added.
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B, That old buildings either be replaced or renovated so as
not to be fire hazards,
C. That additional hard top areas be provided for physical
education.
CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATICW OF TBE DATA FCR TEE TWO SCHOOLS
Introduction ' .
Procedure
The summarization of the findings of this study of the implementation
of the recommendations of the Visiting Committees to the Fairmont High
School and Griffin High School, Griffin-Spalding County School District,
1959 and 1965 and 1957 and 19^2, resi)ectively, are categorized under the
following captions: (a) the purpose of pursuing the evaluation, (h) the
sponsors of the evaluation, (c) the procedures used in making the Self-
Study, (d) the composition of the Visiting Committee, (e) the methods
used by the Visiting Committee in reporting to the school system, and
(f) the results of the evaluation.
The degree of implementation is identified by a number. These
numbers are on the basis of a positive graduated scale of from 1 to 3^
with the identities being one (l) point denotes no improvement; two (2)
point denotes partial improvement; and three (3) point denotes adequate
improvement for the category analyzed and evaluated.
Data obtained were gathered by the instruments of (a) the question¬
naire, (b) the interview-schedule, and (c) the observations of the re¬
searcher at the respective schools.
Organization




1. Fairmont High Schoola)ihe Appraisal
h) ihe Implementation
c) Ihe “Profile* of Implementation
2. Griffin High School
a) Ihe Appraisal
b) The Implementation
c) The "Profile* Implementation
The remaining comments and discussion in this chapter follow the
above order and outline.
Fairmont High School
The Appraisal
Of the Visiting Committee participating in the evaluation of the
Fairmont High School, one was a high school principal, one was a uni¬
versity professor, eight were high school teachers, and five were repre¬
sentatives of the State Department of Education. The addition of some lay
persons and elementary school representatives, even, to the Visiting
Committee could have been profitable both'., for Fairmont and for these
persons in the way of incite and evaluation. Ihe Self-Study was conducted
because of the requirement by the Regional Accreditation Association and
for self-improvement. The evaluation was under the jurisdiction of the
Local Board of Education and the period of self-study was one year.
The following procedures were employed in making the self-study:
(a) Separate committees were assigned particular jobs.
(b) A special committee cairled on the whole task of Self-Study.
(c) Teachers se3rved on more than one committee.
(d) Ihe faculty heard the reports of all sub-committees and passed
upon them.
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(e) Every section and item in the Self-Study was checked by
the entire faculty.
The teaching staff was of the opinion that:
(a) More time should have been spent in the classrooms.
(b) That it was helpful.
(c) Gave a full and adequate picture.
The Report of the Visiting CJommittee was made to the faculty,
Superintendent, Board of Education, and lay citizens. As a follow-up
result (a) committees composed of faculty members have been appointed to
study, investigate, and make additional recommendations, (b) teachers
attend professional meetings, (c) clerical assistance in the library and
counselor*s office, (d) ten books per child in the library.
The Implementations
The implementations of the recommendations by the Visiting Committee
for the Fairmont High School are as follows:
Philosophy and Objectives.—Of the two recommendations made by the
Visiting Committee neither had been completely implemented, but there are
evidences that some effort had been made toward the complete implementation.
School and Community.—Six recommendations were made under the school
and community. Of these six there is no indication for the implementation
of two and some effort in the Implementation of four recommendations.
Some effort had been made toward providing better Job opportunities for
the Negro population and toward planning or adopting a method to solve
the drop-out problem as well as the adult education program. Still
further implementation is needed on (a) the set-up of adequate recreational
facilities for the Negro citizenry, and (b) the opening of many effective
avenues of communication between school and parents.
6o
student Activity.—Eight recommendations were made of -which all ex¬
cept one had either been implemented or some efforts made for iraplenen-
tation. As of the time of this evaluation no school paper had been
published. The3re -vras still a need for more student participation in the
planning of assembly programs and mo3re assembly programs presented, ihe
s-tudents -were presented -with a variety of s-tudent clubs and organizations
•which -was one implementation.
Library Services«—Eight recommendations were made. Improvements
noted -were:
(a) Vertical file has been set up
(b) Materials collection increased
(c) Book collection organized and arranged
(d) Student library assistants on duty each period
(e) Projectionists Club organized.
Still pending and awaiting full implementation -were:
(a) Sufficient storage space for audio-'vLsual material
(b) Removal of all study periods from the library(c)Developmental pattern of library instruction offered for all
students
Guidance Services.--Of the three recommendations made in counseling
two had been fully implemented and one partially. There is still additional
•work to be done to pro-vlde sufficient testing and comparison of scores as
a means of finding some ans-wer to the drop-out problem. There is a full¬
time guidance counselor and a part-time counselor. Information on
occupations, school^, and colleges, may be found in the guidance department.
6l
School Plant.—Eight recommendations were made by the Visiting
Committee on the school plant. Seven had been partially or conpletely
met and on one there had been no effort. Two additional recommendations
were made and implemented through conversion or reassignment of other
facilities. Implementations are (a) erection of Health and Physical Edu¬
cation Building with provisions for the band and chorus, (b) paved walk¬
ways in front of the building, lockers and storage space, and (c) partial
work on landscaping. Other landscaping should be donej and ticket booth
should be added in the Health Education Building.
Staff and Administtation.—Of the ten recommendations here only
one had been implemented, ihe others have been partially or completely
implemented. The staff is urged to continue to upgrade their academic
and professional training and a Handbook should be organized and pub¬
lished for the use of students and staff.
Public Relations.—Four recommendations were made for public re-
latlons and had been partially implemented.
Program of Studies.--Forty-four recommendations were noted. Of
these all referring to methods had been partially or fully Implemented.
Some concerning facilities and materials had been implemented. Of note
there should be consideration given to the following:
^a) Additional classroom space
(b) Audio-visual aids
(c) Science laboratory facilities and equipment
(d) Reading laboratory
(e) Additional equipment for the business department
(f) Adequate supply of textbooks and supplementary materials
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(g) File and Storage cabinets for all teachers
(h) Set up of a remedial reading program
(i) Library space enlarged
(j) Audio-visual material exclusively for the English Department
The researcher listed recommendations from the major and service
areas under the captions: general approaches, procedures, needed facili¬
ties, equipment and materials. Similarities and differences were deter¬
mined from these listings.
In the major and service areas five recommendations concerned
general approaches; four concerned procedures; five concerned facilities;
two concerned materials; and two concerned equipment. The recommendations
were different in that they concerned general approaches, procedures,
materials, equipment and facilities.
The recommendations were similar because all were formulated for
the improvement of the instructional program.
The "Profile" of Implementation
Profile I, page 66, indicates the amount of improvement made by the
Fairmont High School as a result of the recommendations made by the
Visiting Committee, Improvements had been made in all areas. The li¬
brary and guidance services obtained the greatest number of complete
implementations. Public relations had two partial implementations and
two had no improvement,
THE GRIFFIN HIGH SCHOOL
The Appraisal
The personnel of the Visiting Committee participating in the
Evaluation of the Griffin High School was composed of two high school
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principals, two university professors, four Mgh school teachers, three
State Department of Education representatives, two lay persons and a
number of consultants. The Self-Study was initiated because of the re¬
quirement by the Regional Accrediting Association and for self-improve¬
ment. The evaluation was authorized by the Regional Accrediting Asso¬
ciation and the period of self-study was one and one half year.
The following procedures were used in making the self-study:
(a) Separate committees were assigned particular Jobs
(b) The faculty heard the reports of all sub-committees and
passed upon them
The teaching staff was of the opinion that:
(a) It gave a full and adequate picture
(b) It was helpful
The Report of the Visiting Committee was made to the superintendent,
the principal and faculty members. As a result of the Self-Study
(a) The faculty has been prompted to devote faculty meetings to
discussing the Visiting Committee's report
(b) Departments have been re-organized
(c) Department heads are paid
(d) Salary schedule developed
(e) Counselor has been added
(f) Full-time assistant principal secured
The Implementation
The in^jlementations of the recommendations by the Visiting Committee
for the Griffin High School are as follows:
Philosophy and Objectives.—No recommendations were made which is
commendable
6h
staff and Administration.—Of the four recommendations made three
had been adequately impletnented and one partially implemented. Relieving
the teacher load is a long term accomplishment.
Pupil Population and Community.—Three recommendations were made and
all three were partially implemented.
Student Activity.—Four recommendations were made, one had been
completely Implemented and the other three partially implemented. Ex¬
change assembly programs with other schools and daily opening exercises
in each homeroom had been partially implemented.
Library Services.—Four recommendations were made; three had been
partially implemented and one had not been implemented. Group partici¬
pation by classes in the library should be planned in the near future.
There were improvements on the following:
(a) Additional storage space
(b) A larger group of pupil assistants
(c) A study on pupil's use of the libraiy
Guidance Services.—Guidance Services made the most progress con¬
sidering nine recommendations were made and all nine implemented.
School Plant.—Five recommendations were made, two were partially
implemented, two completely implemented and one with no improvement. The
office facilities at the time of the evaluation were in need of enlargement.
Program of Studies.—Twenty recommendations were made in the Program
of Studies, Ten recommendations had been partially implemented; six had
been fully Implemented; and four had made no improvement. Implementation
should be made on the following:
(a) Include standard bookkeeping desks, adjustable typewriting desks,
and posture chairs.
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(b) Free one of the typewriting rooms five days a week for machine
transcription
(c) Pave an area for outside physical education activities
(d) Make available additional laboratory space.
The researcher listed recommendations from the major and service
areas under the captions: general approaches, procedures, needed facili¬
ties, equipment and materials. Similarities and differences were deter¬
mined from these listings.
In the major and service areas there were no recommendations con¬
cerning general approaches; four concerned procedures; three concerned
facilities; two concerned materials; and two concerned equipment. The
recommendations were different in that they concerned general approaches,
procedures, materials, equipment, and facilities.
The recommendations were similar because all were formulated for the
improvement of the instructional program.
The "Profile" of Implementation
Profile II, page 67, indicates the amount of improvement made by the
Griffin High School as a result of the recommendations made by the Visiting
Committee. Improvements had been made in all areas especially Guidance.
Most of the Improvements were adequate or partial implementation.
Profile mwas designed by the researcher with the critical advice
of the researcher* s advisor. It is an effort to show the overall picture
of the implementations of the recommendations by the Visiting Committees
in the two schools—Fairmont Hl^ School and Griffin High School. The
symbols used are a positive scale from I-3. One (l) point denotes no
improvement; two (2) two point indicates partial improvement; and three (3)
point signifies complete improvement. This "Profile" is found on page 68.
PROFILE I
THE AMOUNT OF IMPROVEMENT MALE BY THE FAIRMONT HIGH SCHOOL AS
RESULT OF RECOyiMENDATIQNS BY THE VISITING COMMITTEEI
Areas Measured Degree of Adequacy
1 2 3
The degree of implementation is identified by the following symbols
"l" no improvement; ”2" some improvement; ”3" adequate improvement.
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PROFILE H
THE AMOUNT CF IMPROVEMENT MATE BY THE GRIFFIN HIGH SCHOOL AS
RESULT OF RECtMIBNDAaSCONS BY THE VISITING COMMITTEE^
degree of implementation is identified by the following symbols:
"l" no improvement; *2" some improvement; "3" adequate improvement.
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PROFILE III
THE AMOUNT OF IMPROVEMENT MADE BY THE TWO SCHOOLS—FAIRMONT HIGH














Fairmont High I Griffin High
Degree of Adequacy





A major problem of American Democracy has been the stimulation and
direction of growth of its social institutions in harmony with its ex-
pamding ideals. The dominant role of the school in the realization of
these ideals has been recognized since the beginning of American society.
Education in and for a democratic society is a task so difficult and com¬
prehensive, calls for the expenditure of so much money, affects the well¬
being of so many pupils, challenges the interest and support of so many
parents and other patrons, requires the services of so many individuals,
and influences thh welfare of democracy itself in such a degree that it
is of necessity a cooperative enterprise. In this enterprise are enlisted
the administrative staff, the board of control, the Instructional staff,
the pupil population, the parents, and entire school community as well
as the larger communities of which it is a part. An adequate statement
of guiding principles for secondary education should include consideration
of philosophy and objectives, pupil population and school community, edu¬
cational program (including curriculum and courses of study, pupil activity
programs, library service, guidance service. Instruction, and outcomes),
school staff, school plant, and school administration,^
Evaluation of Secondary Schools-General Report (Washington, D, C,:
Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, 1939P« ^3*
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The above principles were set up by the Cooperative Study in 1935-36.
They could not be any more properly stated for the year 1968. These
principles were formulated as a guide for secondary and hi^er education
institutions to use. These principles are guidelines. When a school
recognizes the fact that it is falling short of any part of this state¬
ment, it is time for a close examination, a re-examination, an evaluation
or re-evaluation.
In spite of the fact that these principles have been common know¬
ledge for some time, many of our educational systems are out of kilter
or out of Joint with today's requirements and/or needs of the community.
With the coming of the so-called space age, computer age, or any similar
name, the educational institutions in a locale must be able to prepare
individuals for the Jobs, situations, and social surroundings at hand.
How does an institution find out what it needs to do, the problems it is
expected to solve, the program it is expected to prepare educationally',
socially, and psychologically for this changing society? It is quite
evident that it is almost an impossibility to make a door to door check;
there is an easier and more effective method—that of evaluation.
Nomian E. Gronlund states that evaluation distinguishes itself from
measurement in that it is qualitative descriptions of pupil behavior
(i.e. test scores).^
Wrightstone includes in his discussion of evaluation that evaluation is
a broad survey upon personality changes and major objectives of the edu-
^orman E. Gronlund, feasurement and Evaluation in Teaching (New
York; Macmillan Co., 1^6^), p. 6,
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cational program. Evaluation involves (l) identification and formulation
of a comprehensive range of major objectives for a curriculum, (2) their
definition in terms of pupil "behavior to he realized, and (3) the select¬
ion or construction of valid, reliable, and practical instruments for
appraising major objectives of the educative process or characteristics
of personal growth and development.^
Modem evaluation differs from older forms of appraisal in several
ways. First, it attempts to measure a comprehensive range of objectives
of the modern school curriculum rather than subject-matter achievement
only. Second, it uses a variety of techniques of appraisal, such as
achievement, attitude, personality, and character tests. Included also
are rating scales, questionnaires, judgment scales of products , inter¬
views, controUed-observation techniques, sociometric techniques, and
anecdotal records. Third, modem evaluation includes integrating and
interpreting these various indices of behavior into tan includisve portrait
of an individual or an educational situation.
Such evaluation programs are of service to teachers, administrators,
pupils, and parents. Each or eill may use such findings to determine the
effectiveness of course content. It may very well sound the knell of
difference between an accredited school and a non-accredited school.
Accredit means to vouch for a school as having standards satisfactory
to institutions of higher learning, evaluate means to estimate the worth
F, Wayne Wrightstone. Evaluation in Modern Education (New York:
American Book Company, 1956), p. 4.
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of the educational program. One usually brings on the other; accreditation
brings evaluation.^
Evolution of the Problem
The Griffin-Spalding County Negro schools have participated in school
evaluations and re-evaluations recently. The elementary schools were eval¬
uated in 1959 and re-evaluated in 1966. Since all of the schools in the
system have been accredited for some time, it was a source of curiosity
to the writer as to the means, procedures, and findings of evaluation
done in the white schools of the system. Since the writer is a high school
teacher, naturally the high school was of first inteirest. Therefore, it
was the desire of the writer to determine (l) if the evaluation procedures
differed in the two schools, and (2) if the two schools had made any
effort to implement recommendations made by the visiting committees.
Contribution to Educational Research
Since the Evaluative Criteria is the refined and pooled jusgment of
authorities and experts which has been successfully used in the appraisal
of the educational programs of the schools throughout the South, it was
the belief of this writer that the use of a delayed Inteirpretation of the
work of the various visiting committees that applied this instrument, will
reveal not only the status quo of the two senior high schools in Griffin;
but will reveal the progress, if any, in these two senior high schools
since the time of their evaluation and re-evaluation. The writer was
^Arthur R. Richardson, "An Analytical Study of the Evaluation of Four
Negro Mgh Schools in Georgia During Period 19^7-1953 cmd a Report of Their
Follow-Up Measures," (Unpublished Master's Thesis, School of Education,
Atlanta University, 195^)» P. 1
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hopeful, also, that this information and material may he incorporated
into conclusions which may serve as a basis for futufe studies in dif¬
ferences in methods of evaluation.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved in this study was threefold; first, to determine
the extent Of implementation of the programs and the progress made in the
two high schools of Griffin-Spalding County, Georgia since the Self-
Evaluation Reports, for (a) the Fairmont High School, 1959 and 1966 and
(b) the Griffin High School, 1957 and 19^2; second, to determine the dif¬
ferences, if any, in the conducting and final findings of the Self-Eval¬
uations of the two high schools; and third, the composition of the visiting
committees of the two schools.
Purpose of the Study
Ihe major purpose of the study was to examine and determine (l) if
differences in methods of evaluation, if there be any, of the Griffin High
School and Fairmont High School and (2) the degree of progress made by the
two schools toward meeting the requirements of the visiting committees.
More specifical the purposes of the study were to determine:
1. The differences in the procedures used in the Self-Study for
the two schools.
2. The differences in the recommendations on general areas which
were made by the Visiting Committees in the two schools.
3. The differences in the recommendations on curricular areas
which were made by the Visiting Committees in the two schools.
4. The differences in the composition of the personnel of the
Visitation Committee and the work of the respective committees
in the two schools.
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5. The extent of the implementations of the recommendations by
the Visiting Committees in the two schools,
6, The implications for the educational practice and theory as
derived from the analysis and interpretation of the data.
Limitations of the Study
There are two Senior High Schools and two Junior High Schools in the
Griffin-Spalding County School system. Only the Senior Hi^ Schools were
involved in this study. Of the two senior High School, one is the Negro
High School and one is the predominantly white High School,
Definition of Terms
The pertinent terms used throughout this study are defined as
follows:
1, "Evaluation,** refers to a systematic process of determining
the extent to which educational objectives are achieved
through the school’s program and in the scholastic achieve¬
ment of the students,
2, "Accredit," refers to the act of vouching for a school as
having standards satisfactory to institutions of higher
learning.
Locale and Research-Design of Study
The outstanding aspects of the locale and design of this research
are outlined below:
1, Locale/Period of Study—This study was conducted in Griffin
and Spalding County during the year I967-I968,
2, tfethod of Research—This problem was developed by the employ¬
ment of the Descriptive-Survey method of research, utilizing
the techniques of the interview and documentary analysis,
3, Subjects—Ihe subjects concerned in this study are the two
Senior High Schools—Fairmont High and Griffin High, Fairmont
has an enrollment of 717 students, a principal, an assistant
principal, 25 teachers, a librarian, 3 on the custodial staff,
and 3 cafeteria workers.
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Griffin High School has an enroUtnent of 1137 students, a
principal and assistant principal, 51 teachers, and a librarian.
Instruigents/tteterials—The Instruments used in evaluating each
school were the ^’Evaluative Criteria" published by the Cooperative
Study of Secondary School Standards and Proposed Standards of the
Commission on Secondary Schools published by the Southern Associa¬
tion of Colleges and Schools. The basis for this study was the
report of the recommendations of the Evaluation Committees for
both schools. The questionnaire-instrument used was constructed
by the researcher and validated by the critical and construction
judgement of the researcher's advisor.
5. Method of Procedure—Bequests were made to officials concerned;
permission to use their schools secured after explanation of
the purpose of the study; interview schedules set up; question¬
naires distributed to schools taking part in the study.
The data on the returned questionnaires were organized and in¬
corporated in appropriate profiles using a positive scale from
1-3 to show implementation degrees.
[Ihe remaining sections of the researcher’s summary report are
incorporated under the headings below.
1. Summary of Related Literature
2. Summary of Ifejor Findings
3. Conclusions and Recommendations gleaned from the anali-
zation and interpretation of the data
Summary of Related Literature
The significant facts or points of view revealed through the survey
of the literature on "school evaluation'! are characterized in the separate
statements below.
1. Evaluation is a needed and welcome necessity..
2. When a school takes time out to examine and analyze its pro¬
grams, it may lead to accreditation.
3. Evaluation is both measurement and analysis.
4. Evaluation is not a recent development. It is ancient, and
newer ways of performance are continuously in the making.
5. Evaluation is the instruinental method used to arrive at a
diagnosis of vhat "ails" our school*s educational program
and eventually leads to solutions to the problems for both
teacher and student.
6, Evaluation has a way of commenting good, desirable, and
favorable relations between students and faculty; faculty
and principal.; and school and community.
Summary of the Basic Findings
The summary of the data and findings of this research denotes some
marked significance and is presented in the following paragraphs.
ihe "Profile“Charts" I through IH as presented in Chapter V de¬
note the degree of Implementation of the recommendations made by Fair¬
mont High School and Griffin High School in their endeavors to comply
with the Visiting Committees* recommendations. The implementation by
the two schools for each separate areas as outlined in the Self-Study
is pin-pointed.
1. Philosophy and Ob.jectives—Fairmont showed partial improvement
on the two recommendations made. Griffin High had no recom¬
mendations .
2. School and Community—FSoth. schools had made partial improve¬
ment on nine recommendations. Two recommendatinns for Fairmont
had no improvement.
3. Student Activity—Fairmont had implemented three of their
recommendations: four had been partially implemented and
one had no improvement. Griffin High had partially Implemented
three recommendations and completely implemented one.
Library Services—ihere were eight i^commendations made for
Fairmont. Of these, four were fully iti?)lemented; three were
partially implemented; and one was not implemented. Griffin
High had four recommendations. Of these, three had been par¬
tially implemented and one had no improvement.
. Guidance Services—Fairmont had completely implemented two
of the three recommendations and partially implemented the




6» School Plant—Fairmont had partially implemented the recom¬
mendations made and Griffin High had partially implemented
recommendations made.
7. Staff Aad Administration—Fairmont had partially implemented
most of the ten recommendations. Griffin High had completely
implemented most of the four recommendations.
8. Public Relations—Fairmont had partially implemented two
recommendations. Two other recommendations had no improve-
ment. Griffin Hi^ did not have a Public Relations area
in their Self-Study.
The degree of implementation of the recommendations made by each
school was identified by the symbols: "l" no improvement, "2" partial
improvement, "3" complete improvement.
Conclusions
After careful analysis, interpretation, and summary of the findings
of the basic data presented, the researcher noted that there was a difference
in the composition of the two Visiting Committees, The personnel of the
Visiting Committee of Fairmont High did not include lay persons or
additional consultants other than state representatives. The Visiting
Committee for Griffin High included lay persons and additional consultants
along with state representatives. Other conclusions resulting from the
study are as follows:
1, The Faimiont High School and the Griffin High School staffs
were in agreement upon the procedures and routines used in
organizing committees for the Self-Studyj in the scheduled
reporting back to the entire staff of sub-committee workj and
in the final review of sub-committee reports for the approval
of the total staff,
2, The Fairmont High School and the Griffin High School followed
the same procedure of exploring and selecting of the names of
probable members of the Visiting Committee through the cooperative
recommendations and screening of Visiting Committee personnel
through the expressed final choices of the staff.
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3. The two schools followed the same procedure in providing
for the living accommodations of the memhers of the Visiting
Committee; and in providing transportation pay for Commiotee
memhers.
It-. The Fairmont High School staff prepared a Criteria section on
Philosophy and Objective and Public Relations; whereas, the
Griffin High School staff did not prepare a section on Philo¬
sophy and Objective, Consequently, the Visiting Committee to
the Fairmont High School fonnulated recommendations on Philo¬
sophy and Objectives and Public Relations; whereas, the Visiting
Committee at the Griffin High School formulated no such recom¬
mendations .
5. The Visiting Committee at both schools tended to make similar
recommendations in the curricular areas, with reference to such
factors as; increase in teacher-personnel, secretarial per¬
sonnel, storage-space, books, and audio-visual materials.
6, The personnel of the Visiting Committee at the Fairmont High
School were made of college and university personnel, state
consultants, and public school teacher-personnel, without any
lay representatives; whereas, the Visiting Committee at the
Griffin High School were made up of lay citizens, college and
university personnel, consultants, and high school teacher-
personnel.
a) The data would appear to indicate that the Falmiont High
School did not consider lay citizens as being of value to
a Visiting Committee or it was an oversight in placing
citizens on the Visiting Committees.
7. The data would appear to indicate that the administration and
staff in each of the two schools were stimulated to carry on
improvement activities throughout their educational enterprise
as was evidenced by the substantial degree of Implementation of
the recommendations of their respective Visiting Committees at
the two periods of school evaluation.
8, The data appeared to indicate by the marked implementation of
Visiting Committee recommendations that the staff at both the
Fairmont High School and Griffin High School placed tremendous
importance upon the guidance program and libraiy services in
their schools.
Implications
The major implications to be derived from the findings and conclusions
of this search are characterized below.
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1. The Evaluation Criteria is an excellent instrument for
appraising and evaluating the various facets of the educa¬
tional enterprise in a school-unit and/or school system,
2. The Evaluative Criteria as used in the evaluation of schools
is an excellent device for stimulating the direction of as
veil as the substance of the overall improvement of all
facets of the educational enterprise in a school or a school
system.
Recommendations
On the basis of the subjects involved, data presented, instruments
used, and findings noted the following recommendations are listed for
continuous improvement of the Fairmont and Griffin High Schools, Griffin-
Spalding County, Griffin, Georgia:
1. That the two schools continue to examine and analyze them¬
selves.
2. That self improvement be a continuous process rather than
periodically,
3. That sufficient books, materials, and audio-visual equipment
be provided for each department.
4. That adequate storage space be provided for Science, Social
Studies, Library Services, and English,
5. That adequate personnel be provided for the health programs.
6. That additional classrooms be added and necessary repairs
and renovations made,
7. That additional hard top areas be provided,
8. That school publications such as handbooks be forthcoming.
9« That additional landscaping be done.
10, That sheltered bus loading areas be provided.
11, That serious consideration and further efforts be made toward
community progress in communication, adult education, and Job
opportunities.
12, That the recreational facilities for the community be of utmost
priority in the planning of community programs.
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EVALUATION IN THE TWO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN GRIFFIN, GEORGIA, I959-I962
Name of School System Present Date
(I9b2)
Name of your School Date When School Was
Evaluated
A. General
1. What was the purpose of the school evaluation? (Check the most
appropriate answer.)
(a) Required by the Regional Accrediting Association
(b) For school accreditation
(c) ^Other (Describe)
2. Under whose jurisdiction was the evaluation carried out? (Check the
most appropriate answer.)
(a) Regional Accrediting Association
(b) State Department of Education
(c) School Staff
(d) Local Board of Education
(e) Other (Describe)
B. Self-Study
1. How long did your school work on the Self-Study?
2. Did any person from outside of the school system explain the pro¬




3. Please check the most appropriate statement concerning organi¬
zation in your school in making self-study,
(a) Separate committees were assigned particular jobs
teachers formed a committee of the whole to work
on the M-Blank
(c) A special committee carried on the whole task of
Self-Study
faculty served as a whole in developing the
school’s philosophy and objectives
(e) ^Teachers served on more than one committee
(f) ihe faculty heard the reports of all sub-committees
and passed upon them
(g) Every section and item in the Self-Study was checked
by the entire faculty
(h) ^Other (Describe)1. 2. 3.
C. Visiting Committee1.Who had the responsibility of selecting the Visiting Committee:
(Check the most appropriate answer.)
(a) Representative of the Regional Association
(b) A University Professor
'Qie local school superintendent
(d) The local school principal
(e) ^The faculty members and principal
(f) pother (Describe)
2. How many Visiting Committee members did you have?
3, How many days did the committee stay in your school?
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4, Who was the Co-ordinator for your Visiting Committee?
(Please check,)
(a) Professor of Secondary Education
(b) A representative of the State Department of Education
(c) High School principal
(d) Other (Describe)
What was the composition of your Visiting Committee?
numher in each group)
(indicate
(a) High School principals
(b) College professors
(c) University professors
(a) High school teachers
(e) State Department of Education representatives
(f) Lay persons
(g) Others (Describe)
D. Report Made to the School System
1. Was an oral report of the Visiting Committee's findings made to the
school system? No Yes
2. If yes, to whom?
(a) the entire faculty
(Td) To the superintendent
(c) To the principal and faculty
^ the Board of Education only
(e) Other (Describe)
Do you feel that the report of your evaluation reflected the true
situation? (Please check.)
(s) Gayg a full and adequate picture
3.
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Gave a partial picture
(c) Gave a flattering picture
(d) Gave a condeming picture
(e) Other (Describe) 1
k. What was your chief unfavorable comment on the report? (Check)
(a) It was unsympathetic and biased
School was not fairly treated in some areas
(c) Not enouph titie was spent in class visitation
(d) Hie school was rated too high
(e) The school was rated too low
(f) Too few conferences with the staff
(g) Other (Describe)
Results of the Evaluation
1. How did your staff feel about the evaluation?
(a) That it was most helpful
(b) That it was helpful
(c) Other (Describe)
2. Did the system-wide evaluation prompt your staff to make follow-up
plans for implementing committee recommendations and/oy implication
for action? Yes No
3. If your answer was yes, please check the answer describing your
follow-up plans.
(a) Faculty meetings are devoted to discussing the Visiting
Committee's report
(h) Committees have been re-organized
(c) Committees have been appointed to study, investigate,
and make recommendations
(d) Departments have been re-organized
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(e) ^[Deachers raeet after school to work on various programs
(f) Recommendations have been made for action in such areas
as:
(g) ^Ihe Board of Education has been instrumental in imple¬
menting certain recommendations
(h) ^Teachers are given an opportunity to visit other schools
(i) ^teachers attend professional meetings
(j) ^Other (Describe)
The Board of Education has implemented or has moved towards the imple¬






5. Please check the method used by the Board of Education in implementing
the above recommendations:
(a) Proposed policies and procedures
(b) Authorized the provision of the faculty or equipment
(c) Instructed Superintendent to make decision for the provision
(d) Authorized survey to be made by educational personnel
(e) ^Other (Describe)
vim
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